Sink in
and relax

The sleek and elegant Ocean Dreams spa range
is designed to enhance your indoor or outdoor
environment. There is a comprehensive range of
designs and sizes to suit everyone. From designs
76cm in height that are perfect for indoor
locations to larger 6-seater spas that incorporate
five seats, a lounger and 45 jets to ensure that
no matter where you sit you will feel the benefits
of the massage jets.

Design and harmony
The state of the art Ocean Dreams spas come
with stainless steel accessories which perfectly
match all of the key spa shell colours in this
range. Full of harmony and elegance, this range
does not lose sight of technology and embraces
the idea of meticulous design to take maximum
advantage of the therapeutic effects of
hydrotherapy and its relaxing properties.
Ocean Dreams spas are constructed using a
metal interior instead of a wooden structure that
is common with most brands. Its 4mm ABS base
makes it totally damp proof. All spas undergo
exhaustive quality control checks to ensure that
your new spa reaches you in the best possible
condition.

Enjoy
the pleasure
of total
wellbeing
Our new range of spas incorporates the latest
technological advances. There is a resistant interior
metal structure, instead of the wooden structure
common to most brands. Its 4-mm thick ABS base
makes it totally damp-proof. All spas undergo
exhaustive quality controls, which ensures that
products reach you in the best possible condition.

Hydrotherapy, a matter of health...
We have known about the positive effects of
hydrotherapy on our health for centuries. The
relaxation and pleasure felt when enjoying
hydrotherapy is achieved thanks to the natural
properties of the water. That is the magic of spas.
The water jets give a comforting massage to your
muscles, your skin benefits from a firming effect,
your body temperature rises slightly, blood
circulation is reactivated and your muscles relax. Its
an endless list of benefits that help to relieve muscle
pain and stress that builds up throughout the day.
After a hard and stressful day, treat yourself to 15
minutes of wellbeing in an Ocean Dreams spa!

Quality
and reliability

With over 20 years experience in the
manufacture of spas, we are in a position
to offer one of the best spas on the market.
Our company, based in premises of
7000m2, has a significant production
capacity. We have invested heavily in the
very latest technology so that we can offer
our customers the highest quality and
performance.
We have automated thermoforming
techniques which enable us to produce
large spas such as swim spas.
The use of automated robots ensures the
greatest degree of accuracy at the cutting
stage.
All of the electronic components undergo
meticulous controls in our fast test station
to guarantee total reliability.
At the end of the production process, the
spas are checked and tested to ensure that
all product functions comply with standard
requirements.
Every item is checked again, one by one,
by our Quality Control Department before
packaging.
This attention to detail ensures that you
receive your spa in perfect condition and
are able to sit back and enjoy total piece
of mind with your new Ocean Dreams spa.

A spa for life

Made of the best materials

The ACRYLIC SHELL is reinforced with a
layer of non-breakable, anti-osmosis resin,
two layers of high resistance polyester and a
final layer of polyurethane to maintain the
desired temperature for as long as possible.

Crystalline water
The OZONE GENERATOR releases millions
of tiny bubbles in the water with a high
concentration of ozone that makes the
water balance last longer, which reduces the
cost of maintaining the spa and the number
of times the water has to be changed.

The interior structure is made of stainless
steel to guarantee an unbeatable level of
resistance.

GUARANTEE
Programmed to be used at any time
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The HEATING SYSTEM is equipped with various
fail-safe function modes.
The CONTROL SYSTEM is designed to make it
easy for users to handle.

years
on equipment*

15

years
on structure

5

years
on acrylics
All our spas are made of the highest
quality materials.
* The replacement of consumable components when their
useful lifetime ends is not covered by the guarantee.

Personalize
your spa
Acrylic
Choose the colour of your acrylic

52 - Navy Marble

64 - Pearl Shadow

*44 - White

*68 - Desert Horizon

*56 - Caribbean Blue
*Standard Stock Colours

65 - Pearl

47 - Green Marble

46 - Blue Marble

58 - Sierra

67 - Onyx

72 - Cameo

71 - Silk

Cabinet
Woods and combinations

White - Synthetic Grey wood

White - Synthetic Ipe wood

Accessories

Staircase

Synthetic grey wood

Musictherapy

Synthetic Ipe wood

